**SNACKTIME BRASS BAND**

*A Guide on busking from the #MannMusicRoom*

**BUSKING**

**Busking**, known more commonly as street performing, is the activity of playing music in the street or in another public place for voluntary donations. Busking is a low-cost way for performers to earn a few dollars without selling tickets to an event or booking a show at a professional venue.

**Why busk?**

Busking is an excellent way for an artist to earn a few extra dollars doing something they've already developed the skills to do. The willingness to go out and perform in public is a confidence booster for any musician, especially as onlookers and people passing by respect and appreciate the talent being displayed. Challenge yourself to try uncomfortable things. You may just find that you’re good at it!

**Busking & Community**

Busking and community go hand in hand. By performing in a public space, musicians invite members of the community to gather and enjoy the arts together. Oftentimes people will clap, dance, and sometimes even sing along with the performer. These kinds of interactions reinvigorate a community and support positive energy that can spread throughout a neighborhood and city. Just by performing, you can make a positive impact on your community!
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You can always count on high volumes of foot traffic near public transportation!